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Rock music is, at its heart, a music of passion, spon- music shows its authenticity–and its ability, through extaneity, fire. So why is it that many academics and music pressions of anger, to give voice to political and social
journalists dismiss the political and social value of emo- objectives.
tion in popular music? Neil Nehring has the answer–
Unlike postmodernist approaches, which treat anger
and, he thinks, the antidote.
more as dysfunction than dissent, feminist philosophy
The problem, Nehring argues in Popular Music, Gen- stresses the importance of mediating between “the irrecder, and Postmodernism, is postmodernism. Critical writ- oncilable experiences of the body and the mind” (p. 109).
ings on 1990s grunge, punk, and Riot Grrls groups typ- Far from being a deficient response, anger in Nehring’s
ically ridicule performers’ rage as rock-and-roll scream view is a constructive, even necessary, source of energy.
therapy at best, or a calculated pose at worst. But, ac- To support this perspective, he looks at the rise of grunge
cording to Nehring, such dismissals of angry music stem and the Riot Grrls groups, grass-roots rock movements
more from a postmodernist contempt for genuine emo- that mix the rage of 1970s punk music with an undertion than from an understanding of how pop music func- standing of 1990s sexual politics.
tions both for performers and listeners.
Nehring’s own passion is the book’s greatest
To restore emotions such as anger to their rightful strength, and its main weakness. His no-hold-barred asplace in discussions of rock music, Nehring suggests the sault on postmodernism, particularly as it rears its elitist
antidote lies in feminist philosophy. Just as Riot Grrls head in music criticism, effectively reveals the limitations
groups such as Bikini Kill and Hole (led by Courtney of an approach that separates culture from context. His
Love) have relied on unfettered emotion to make their populist insistence (a la critics such as Greil Marcus) that
point on stage, feminist philosophy argues that “emo- rock music and its emotions can be genuine regardless of
tions are rational judgments formed out of social interac- how the music is produced is refreshing.
tion … and that anger is the ’essential political emotion’ ”
But in his enthusiasm for the music, he often gets car(p. 107).
ried away. Nehring all but canonizes the angry rock acts
The first half of Popular Music, Gender, and Postmod- he loves: Nirvana’s emergence, for instance, is treated as
ernism is an unrelenting indictment of the anti-emotion the Second Coming (with Kurt Cobain’s suicide the crustrain in music criticism. Nehring blames this “willful fa- cifixion). And Nehring’s assertions about the power of
talism,” in which anger is seen as just another marketing angry rock’s music would be stronger if he would just
ploy by the culture industry to seduce jaded youth, on include more of the music. The final chapter’s exploMarxist academics and other mass-cult bashers. Nehring ration of Bikini Kill’s “Carnival” is a thoughtful example
argues that postmodernism’s bleak productivist tenden- of where Nehring wants his analysis to go; unfortunately,
cies make it a poor tool for studying pop music. Focusing he does not go there often enough.
on rock music as text, he asserts, neglects how the muStill, Popular Music, Gender, and Postmodernism is a
sic is experienced, and it is in that experience that the
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solid rebuttal of the cynicism plaguing music criticism
today. At the end of the book, Nehring calls for a new
critical paradigm, “open to everyone, to every cultural
form, and to the undivided experience of the body and
mind, nature and culture” (p. 179). This work should help
lay the foundation.
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